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Abstract: The emergence of multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacteria is recognised today as one of the
greatest challenges to public health. As traditional antimicrobials are becoming ineffective and
research into new antibiotics is diminishing, a number of alternative treatments for MDR bacteria
have been receiving greater attention. Bacteriophage therapies are being revisited and present a
promising opportunity to reduce the burden of bacterial infection in this post-antibiotic era. This
review focuses on the current evidence supporting bacteriophage therapy against prevalent or
emerging multi-drug resistant bacterial pathogens in respiratory medicine and the challenges ahead
in preclinical data generation. Starting with efforts to improve delivery of bacteriophages to the
lung surface, the current developments in animal models for relevant efficacy data on respiratory
infections are discussed before finishing with a summary of findings from the select human trials
performed to date.
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1. Introduction

Any form of immunocompromised phenotype, whether from a muco-obstructive
disorder, organ transplant, or chemotherapy, increases the chances of acquiring bacterial
respiratory tract infections [1]. Unlike acute infections, persistent lung infections can
extend to months or longer and are not so easily eradicated using standard antibiotic
treatments, often due to resistance mechanisms employed by pathogens [2]. The ability of
several opportunistic bacterial species to continually gain antibiotic resistance mechanisms
and become multi-drug resistant (MDR) has stifled the treatment of many communicable
diseases in recent years [3].

Lower respiratory tract infections (LRTIs) are estimated to have caused approximately
2.74 million deaths in 2015 across 195 countries [4]. In addition to mortality, LRTIs cause
severe decreases in respiratory quality of life, estimated at 103 million LRTI disability-
adjusted life-years [4,5]. Recent estimates suggest that the median number of attributable
deaths caused by MDR respiratory infections has more than doubled from 2007 to 2015 [6].
This rise in antibacterial resistance has occurred in parallel with dramatic decreases in the
number of promising antibiotic pipelines, leading to a renewed interest in phage, viruses
that can infect and kill bacteria [7,8]. Phage therapy (PT) entails the administration of
virulent bacteriophage (phage) to treat bacterial infections and dates back to the early 1900s,
when it was considered a potential alternative treatment to serum injections and used by
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Felix d’Herelle, Richard Bruynoghe, and Joseph Maisin to treat bacterial dysentery and
staphylococcal skin diseases [9–11]. PT typically involves high titres (>109) of virulent and
adequately characterised phage to ensure clearance of the bacterial infections [12]. These
phages infect, replicate within, and lyse bacterial cells in order to release phage progeny
(Figure 1) and this process results in a rapid decrease in specific bacterial populations.
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Whilst PT has been predominantly directed towards bacterial pathogens, recent
progress in the understanding of phage immunobiology has renewed interest in PT re-
purposed to indirectly target viral infections [13–16]. In the context of this review, PT will
refer to the use of phage to target bacterial infections with a focus on pulmonary bacterial
pathogens. Phages have several clinically relevant advantages over antibiotics and, more
importantly, are able to rapidly reduce bacterial populations in situations of antibiotic
resistance [12,15,16]. In lieu of increasing antibacterial resistance, PT is one of the most
promising potential alternatives or adjuncts to antibiotics based on their ability to eradicate
multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacterial infections [15,17]. However, despite the demonstrated
efficacy of fully characterised phages against MDR infections administered on compassion-
ate grounds, there are still many factors that require further investigation such as optimal
pulmonary delivery mechanisms and the continued development of appropriate preclinical
models [6].

2. Pulmonary Phage Therapy

Most applications of PT use a combination of phages mixed into a single preparation
called a phage cocktail [15,18–20]. This requires multiple phages that are readily able
to infect and lyse the target bacterium. However, if these do not exist within a current
isolated bank of phages, then novel phages must be isolated and characterised, which can
be time-consuming and laborious to complete on an ad hoc basis. The feasibility of using
phage cocktails in treating bacterial respiratory infections this way to solve urgent needs is
in question as this presents many challenges, including phage availability. One study that
addresses this issue investigated the probabilities of isolating phage “on-demand” active
against various MDR pathogens such as Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Klebsiella
pneumoniae, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa [21]. Their results indicated variable densities
of infectious phage within their samples and those able to infect MRSA were particu-
larly scarce [21]. Furthermore, individual phages demonstrated highly variable stability,
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which is consistent throughout the literature published so far [21–23] and has important
consequences for generating the amounts of phage required for therapeutic application.

While PT for bacterial infections has not yet made its way into standard care due to
insufficient preclinical data, PT has been accessed for use on compassionate and investiga-
tional grounds with few reports of adverse events [16,24–26]. Many of these cases have
been for patients with MDR or even pan-drug-resistant bacterial lung infections where all
other therapeutic options for eradication had been exhausted [15,16]. The use of PT on
compassionate grounds targets organisms that are prone to becoming drug resistant; the
most frequent cases are for S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, and E. coli [25]. To date, pulmonary PT
has been predominantly applied in cohorts of people that suffer from muco-obstructive
lung diseases such as cystic fibrosis (CF), non-CF bronchiectasis, primary ciliary dyskinesia,
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [27]. Indeed, many compassionate
uses of PT for lung infections are for CF sufferers who are at end-stage lung disease and
have exhausted all other eradication options [15,16,20].

In all medical applications of PT, careful selection of phages is required to ensure
both safety and efficacy. Attributes such as adsorption, replication, and distribution must
be determined in addition to full genomic and morphological characterisation of each
phage within a phage cocktail [12,28]. As the phage preparation practices and buffer
systems in which phage are stored have an impact on the application of PT and patient
safety, these must first be reviewed prior to medical applications [5,19]. Unfortunately, lag
times between the current need for an approved treatment and the earliest foreseeable
approvals for alternative antimicrobials are worrying, with newly approved therapies
taking approximately 12 years to arise from preclinical studies in the USA [29]. This, in
conjunction with the estimates of deaths attributable to resistant infections, ~700,000 per
year already, have left us at an impasse [30].

Pulmonary Delivery

Phages are diverse in nature and exhibit a range of unique biochemical and mor-
phological features, which can influence their suitability to the airway environment [22].
Owing to this fact, phage stability at physiological temperatures and pH within delivery
formulations must be known, as phage viability at the organ surface will dictate its lytic
capabilities [31]. Whilst bactericidal activity is an important aspect, there remains several
important considerations when using virulent phage to clear infections. One relates to the
delivery method, which can be in formats such as nebulised liquid phage suspensions,
inhalable dry powders, or hydrogels to transport phage directly to the organ surface [31,32].
Even though the use of hydrogels as a delivery method has produced promising results
thus far, this method would be unsuitable to pulmonary delivery as it is designed for
topical applications [31].

Delivery formulations of phage have provided both an efficacy and stability challenge
for researchers and phage preparations in early clinical trials involving stabilising agents
such as glycerol [18,19]. Nebulisation is widely utilised in respiratory medicine to deliver
therapeutics to the deepest airway passages, using vibrating mesh, compressed air (jet
nebulisation), or ultrasound to produce aerosols from liquid suspensions [33]. Nebulisa-
tion methods have been shown to reduce infectivity, measured by titre decrease, which
correlated to morphological damage to the phages [33,34]. Furthermore, air-jet nebulisation
was reported to damage the structural integrity of phages more than mesh nebulisation,
and the extent of this damage was associated with tail length [34].

A study comparing the efficacy of two different delivery methods (intraperitoneal
injection and aerosol inhalation) in an animal model of MDR Burkholderia cepacia com-
plex (BCC) illustrated that aerosolised PT can be significantly more effective at treating
respiratory infections [35]. This method was able to deliver phage at titres ~107 directly
into the respiratory tract using a jet-nebuliser and inhalation device; phage delivered
this way caused statistically significant reductions in BCC in the lungs of mice, whereas
mice injected intraperitoneally did not [34,35]. The stability of phage post-nebulisation is
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phage-dependent and demonstrates the need to evaluate in vitro propagation to high titres
before moving onto more costly in vivo models.

An alternative to nebulisation is dry powder inhalation, a method that sprays dried
phage into sugar-containing particles that are then stored as a dry powder [36,37]. The
dry powder phage preparations produced this way have been assessed for stability and
delivery efficacy over a range of conditions at 4 ◦C, with minor drops in viable titre after
12 months [37], suggesting it may be more advantageous than its liquid suspension coun-
terpart. In addition to storage considerations, the measurements of aerosol performance
also need to be assessed for pulmonary delivery. Chang et al. (2017) reported good phage
aerosol performance as measured by the fine particle fraction (FPF) of their PEV20 phage
formulation, far exceeding the FPF values of most commercial inhalers (20–30% FPF) [38].
Overall, phage delivery methods have been developed to the minimum standard required
for compassionate use of PT in targeting pulmonary MDR infections. However, there
remains significant potential to refine these processes to reduce variability in prepara-
tion delivery, and thus, improve the feasibility of clinical trials comparing PT to existing
treatments. As organ-specific delivery methods continue to improve, appropriate in vitro
assessments of aerosol performance should be performed following the isolation of novel
phages to assess suitability for delivery.

3. Preclinical Data Generation

Preclinical data generation for PT follows a general trend from the isolation of phage,
from environmental and/or clinical sources, through to characterisation in multiple aspects
(Table 1) and then validation in animal models [21,39]. It has been stated in several
publications that PT has not yet made its way into standard care due to the lack of these data
and a lack of knowledge surrounding bacterial–host interactions [8,24]. For the translation
of preclinical studies to clinical trials, sufficient preclinical data must be supplied to inform
clinical use of investigational products. Such data include a combination of relevant
in vitro data centred on measurements of infectivity and safety confirmations. These data
must be generated using samples which have been produced in accordance with good
manufacturing practices (GMP), as clinical administration should be accurately represented
by the models used to inform the trial. Examples of this include a phage product, made
according to GMP standards, designed to treat two infectious MDR pathogens, S. aureus
and P. aeruginosa [40], and another phage product called AB-SA01, which also satisfied
criteria for a phase 1 clinical trial [26,41]. The production of these products is heavily based
on in-depth characterisations, such as genome sequencing required to confirm the absence
of virulence and antibiotic resistance genes, morphological confirmation of the expected
virion particles, and infectivity measurements against relevant and representative bacterial
species [40,41].

Table 1. List of typical phage characterisations and the data obtained.

Characterisation Data Obtained References

Infectivity: Host-range and specificity

Host-range and specificity assays determine the ability for a
single phage to infect different bacterial strains, species, and

genera. However, to determine how well a phage can infect any
given strain of bacteria, an efficiency of plating assay must be
performed by spotting a serial dilution of phage onto lawns of
bacterial culture. Many studies utilise standard microbiological
plating techniques to do these, such as the spot test on double

agar overlays inoculated with the target bacteria.

[21,28,39,42,43]

Morphological analysis

Homogenous phage particles are prepared, via staining of high
titre phage lysates, for observation via transmission electron

microscopy. From this, the head size and shape, as well as tail
length, are determined.

[28,39,42,43]
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Table 1. Cont.

Characterisation Data Obtained References

Adsorption assay

Adsorption assays are used to determine how fast a phage
attaches to its target bacterium and the percentage of phage

within a sample that can attach to the target bacterium at a given
multiplicity of infection (MOI).

[28,42]

One-step growth curve

Latency period is the period between adsorption of phage to the
target bacteria and the first burst as indicated by the rise in phage

titre within a sample. The burst size of a phage refers to how
many virions are released per infected bacterial cell and both are

typically calculated using the one-step growth curve.

[28,42,43]

Kill-curves/Lysis profiles

These are bacteriolytic activity tests which determine a phages
lytic capability in vitro by infecting early exponential phase

bacteria at various MOIs and comparing with a non-infected
control. Bacterial cell density is typically measured via

spectrophotometry at an optical density of 600 nm.

[28,42,43]

Stability/Sensitivity

The stability of phages at various temperatures and pH ranges is
important to determine how fast phages will degrade under

different storage or relevant test conditions, such as body
temperature.

[21,28,39,42]

Genomic analysis

Genomic analysis can be carried out in various ways such as
restriction enzyme analysis and whole genome sequencing of

genomic DNA (gDNA) isolated from phage. Restriction enzyme
analysis is performed using restriction endonucleases to cleave

the gDNA, followed by gel electrophoresis to visualise restriction
patterns and estimate the size of the genome. Whole genome
sequencing gives the ability to analyse and annotate the full

genome of a phage, perform whole genome-based phylogeny,
and search for lysogeny-associated genes such as integrases.

[28,42,43]

Biofilm susceptibility

Biofilm-forming bacteria are grown in specialised growth media
to promote the formation of biofilm on abiotic surfaces. Typically,
this is carried out over 24 and 48 h, as the age of biofilms has an
effect on bacterial susceptibility to a number of agents including

both phage and antibiotics. In addition to biofilm clearance,
prevention has also been measured on abiotic surfaces.

[42,44,45]

3.1. In Vitro Models

In the context of PT to treat respiratory infections, developing appropriate in vitro
models that can accurately recapitulate the human airway is vital in understanding how
novel phages will interact with airway surface liquid, mucous and biofilm [46]. Many
in vitro models of the lung epithelium thus far have used immortalised cell lines, including
NCI-H441 and A549, which are human pulmonary epithelial cells [47]. A significant
drawback of using these transformed or immortalised cells is their limited ability to truly
generate the complex cellular stratification and physiology of the lung epithelium [48].
This, in conjunction with their inability to produce a phenotype marked by persistent
inflammation and mucous production, mean they do not represent a chronically infected
epithelial layer. Primary airway epithelial cells (pAECs) cultured at the air–liquid interface
(ALI) [49] are better able to recapitulate these features of airway physiology by proper
pseudo-stratification into multiple cell types with mucous production [49–51].

One concern for PT is that it may induce or exacerbate inflammation in the airways.
To determine this, inflammatory biomarkers produced by the above models in response to
phage can be measured [46]. The effects of phage on inflammatory immune cells such as
the neutrophil, which is often a key driver of airway damage in obstructive pulmonary
diseases [52], is now receiving greater attention. Anti-inflammatory effects have been
suggested where significant reductions in C-reactive protein and white blood cell counts
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have been observed in patients treated with phage lysates [53]. However, this appears
dependent upon whether phage preparations have been purified [54]. A review of phage
safety and toxicity profiles has recently been conducted by Liu and colleagues [55]. The
authors highlight shortfalls in reporting phage preparations, specifically their purity and
composition, which may contain bacterial contaminants such as endotoxin [54,55] (a potent
inducer of inflammation), and/or enterotoxins. Much of the literature to date supports
the finding that phages do not incite inflammation in pulmonary tissues when adequately
purified [46,56] and recent insights into host-phage reactions suggest phages exert anti-
inflammatory effects via mechanisms unrelated to their antibacterial action [57].

To the authors’ knowledge, the only publication measuring the effects of phage on
neutrophilic migration was conducted using Wild-type and hyper-inflamed cftr loss-of-
function zebrafish embryo models [58]. Using these, it was determined that a four-phage
cocktail had immunomodulatory effects via the downregulation of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and reduced neutrophil migration in response to acute inflammatory induction
by tailfin amputation [58]. Recently, the development of a transepithelial migration model
has enabled researchers to measure polymorphonuclear neutrophilic migration through
epithelial monolayers at ALI in response to a stimulus such as purified airway supernatants
from CF patients [59]. Utilising this model to determine how phage exposure might affect
the function of dynamically active neutrophils recruited into the airways may help to
increase the amount of relevant preclinical data supporting the safety of PT for pulmonary
infection. This could provide a significant improvement upon the previously mentioned
zebrafish model due to the closer recapitulation of the airway environment and use of
human pAECs.

Another issue with respect to studying phage in a preclinical setting is that respiratory
bacterial infections are often associated with biofilm formation and for many bacterial
pathogens, replicating this biofilm in vitro can be difficult [8,60]. Biofilms are complex
structures that enable populations of bacteria, or multiple species of bacteria, to resist an-
tibiotics at concentrations that would otherwise eradicate their planktonic counterparts [45].
Some phages have already shown promising results in removing biofilms (such as the Sb-1
S. aureus phage); however, in some cases, biofilms have been associated with enhanced
resistance to phage infection and some may contain phage inactivating enzymes [45,60].
As this effect seems to be dependent on interactions between phage-resistant aspects of
the biofilm and biofilm dispersal mechanisms of the phage, it is important to incorpo-
rate appropriate biofilm penetration assays into the characterisations of newly isolated
phage [45,51].

Biofilm penetration and dispersal highlight another area of concern with antimicrobial
agents, namely the downstream effects of bacterial lysis. For example, some antibiotics can
induce a large release of bacterial cell wall components such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
from Gram-negative bacteria that can result in septic shock [61]. There are data suggest-
ing phages have an immunomodulatory rather than inflammatory effect; however, this
remains pertinent, especially in situations where inflammation is a primary concern for the
patient [58,62]. Concerns surrounding bacterial lysis could be addressed by using in vitro
models to perform biofilm dispersal assays on pAECs in response to phage-mediated
dispersal. The use of pAECs as a tool to study biofilm formation and dispersal of major
airway pathogens upon coinfection with respiratory virus has been demonstrated [63].
However, biofilm models on pAEC have not yet been applied to PT, and biofilm pene-
tration capacities are often measured on abiotic surfaces or using immortalised cell line
models [64,65].

3.2. In Vivo Models

Following in vitro testing, the use of animal models is a necessary component in assess-
ing the safety and efficacy of new therapeutics within a fully functional biological system.
As mentioned previously, one safety concern with bactericidal agents, such as antibiotics
and lytic phage, is the release of bacterial endotoxin upon cell lysis [61]. Fortunately, many
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of the results generated in vitro have been reflected in vivo thus far. For example, Dufour
and colleagues reported that phage causing rapid bacterial lysis did not cause as much
endotoxin release as various Beta-lactam antibiotics using an in vitro model [66]. Similarly,
an acute pneumonia murine infection model showed that phage treatment was associated
with lower levels of inflammation than antibiotics [67]. These results are also supported
across other in vivo studies with different bacteria isolated, including MDR P. aeruginosa
and S. aureus, common respiratory pathogens [68,69].

Existing in vivo models of PT have been typically designed to study phage efficacy
in response to an acute infection in which animals are challenged with lethal doses of
bacteria [8,35,70–73]. While providing a plethora of useful safety and efficacy data, PT is
not usually used in this way in humans. As such, a model in which longer-term infec-
tion can be maintained and studied has been developed [74]. Fothergill et al. describe a
mouse inhalation model in which P. aeruginosa is introduced intranasally and colonises
the nasopharynx, followed by migration towards the lungs causing a lower respiratory
tract infection over the course of 28 days. This enables comparison of P. aeruginosa isolated
at both early and late stages of infection. Interestingly, their analysis of isolates taken
at various timepoints indicated that the bacteria became resistant to tobramycin in the
absence of antibiotic pressure [74]. The importance of this study towards pulmonary PT
is evident as despite the phenotypic similarities between the original P. aeruginosa isolate
and two isolates collected from the same mouse at day 21, a re-challenge experiment with
these isolates confirmed that post-infective P. aeruginosa was far more adept at colonising
the lower respiratory tract in vivo [74]. In comparison to previous studies utilising beads
impregnated with bacteria to mimic a chronic infection, this model more accurately rep-
resents the natural development route of a persistent infection brought about by stable
colonisation of the nasopharynx followed by migration to the lower respiratory tract after
adequate adaptations have been acquired [74].

The delivery route in many of these models utilises intranasal administration which
has provided support in favour of PT use by demonstrating bacterial reductions using both
curative and preventative doses of phage [73,75]. Whilst easy to perform, this method is not
without disadvantages, as a lux tagged strain of P. aeruginosa MR299 was visualised from
2–8 h post intranasal administration and found to be localised in the head and stomach
of the mice as well as the lungs [75]. In acknowledgement of this, further studies have
been performed using intratracheal administration of dry powder phage preparations
in vivo that support the safety and efficacy of dry powdered formulations, which retain
bactericidal activity (0.3-log10 titre drop) and demonstrate good aerosol performance
in vitro (FPF 51.6%).

Though many animal models used thus far have demonstrated the safety and effi-
cacy of PT, the majority of these incorporate a single bacterial species and a high dose
of phage specific for treatment [67,68,71,73]. To date, there is a paucity of data on the
efficacy of phage against polymicrobial infections, and the models developed thus far do
not, to our knowledge, translate this polymicrobial aspect into their models. Despite the
lack of polymicrobial contexts in preclinical data generation, PT has been used to clear a
polymicrobial bone infection caused by K. pneumoniae and A. baumannii and, whilst suc-
cessful, was administered in conjunction with the antibiotics Colistin and Meropenem [76].
The importance of incorporating polymicrobial aspects into in vivo models is required to
further support the safety of PT within various infection scenarios. This is emphasised by
publications indicating that PT could potentially have adverse consequences in scenarios
where complex microbial communities exist, as is often the case in the lungs [77]. Further-
more, preclinical data generation for specific phage preparations must represent the clinical
scenario in which it is used as accurately as possible. Expansion of models which enable
establishment of LRTIs over a longer time period, representing chronic infections more
accurately, should be a priority for pulmonary PT aimed at the usual clinical scenarios of
patients whose case history has exhausted all other treatment options [15,16,74].
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4. Clinical Trials Involving Phage for Respiratory Infections

There will always be caveats when using animal models to represent human condi-
tions, but it is promising that human clinical trials of PT have reported no adverse events,
aligning with results of in vivo animal models [8,26,78]. The small number of clinical trials
conducted to date have demonstrated the safety and tolerability of phage preparations
when administered intravenously or topically for otitis media, or wound sites [18,19,26].
Outside of the respiratory context, a phase 1 clinical trial demonstrated safe topical applica-
tions of phages to venous leg ulcers with no reports of adverse events [18]. In addition to
this, another clinical trial (Trial registration: NCT03395769) was conducted in an Australian
hospital which used intravenously administered phage as an adjunctive therapy [26], also
with no adverse events reported. These phage preparations were designed according to
GMP standards and, whilst promising for phage therapy in general, have not administered
nebulised phages directly to the lungs [18,19,26,79]. Regardless of delivery route, general
safety parameters have been established by these uses of PT; a more in-depth review of
clinical trials and the regulatory hurdles they face is described by Furfaro and colleagues
(2018) [24]. Unfortunately, the number of clinical trials that utilise phage for respiratory in-
fections is few and many of these studies have not yet completed or published the findings
(Table 2).

Table 2. Clinical trials involving the use of PT for respiratory infections. Clinical trial ID refers to the ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier code. Included are only clinical trials that have the term “Bacteriophage” used as a key word and those that are
for the treatment of respiratory infection.

Study Title Clinical Trial ID Primary and Secondary
Outcome Measurements Phage Treatment Pathogen

Details
Status at Time

of Writing

Bacteriophage Therapy in
Acute Tonsillitis. NCT04682964

Clinical observation of sick
children. Manifestation of

clinical symptoms,
observation of the

nasopharynx, and parental
report.

Experimental clinical stage:
Bacteriophage therapy,

efficacy will be studied based
on immunological assay,

cellular and humoral
immunity via ELISA.

Pyobacteriophage
complex liquid (PCL)

administered via
nebuliser inhalation.

Not available Active, not
recruiting.

Cystic Fibrosis bacteriophage
Study at Yale (CYPHY): A
Single-site, Randomized,

Double-blind,
Placebo-controlled Study of

Bacteriophage Therapy
YPT-01 for Pseudomonas
aeruginosa Infections in

Adults With Cystic Fibrosis.

NCT04684641

Primary:
Reduction in sputum

bacterial culture.
Secondary:

Change in lung function
based on FEV at multiple

stages.
Change in rate of pulmonary

exacerbations.
Change in the rate of

hospitalisation.
Change in the rate of acute

antibiotic usage.
Patients’ quality of life.

Yale Phage Therapy
(YPT)-01 P. aeruginosa Recruiting.

A Phase 1b/2a, Multi-Center,
Double-Blind, Randomized,
Placebo-Controlled, Single

and Multiple Ascending Dose
Study to Evaluate the Safety
and Tolerability of AP-PA02
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product administered
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Clinical trials are necessary in demonstrating that safety and efficacy data generated in
a preclinical laboratory environment are translated reliably into clinical practice. However,
the disparity between the amount of preclinical data and actively recruiting clinical trials
for PT is vast. This may be explained, in part, by the difficulties of producing or obtaining
phage preparations made according to GMP standards as labs must be outfitted correctly
and have the necessary accreditations [80]. These difficulties are compounded by the
associated costs and time involved with obtaining GMP certified preparations. As such, in
Western medicine, there has been no market authorisation or approval for phage products
to treat human infections at the time of this review [41]. Though the regulatory aspects of
PT lie outside the scope of this review, there has been significant progress in the regulated
implementation of personalised phage therapeutics [80,81]. The magistral framework set
in place by relevant health authorities has enabled the use of phage preparations prepared
by a pharmacist and responsible clinician [80]. Bretaudeau and colleagues (2020) describe
this approach as tailored to treat individuals who have exhausted all other treatment
options [80]. However, this framework has enabled the use of magistral preparations
in clinical trials regulated on a national level, which has been recently performed by a
multidisciplinary phage task force (The PHAGEFORCE Study Protocol) [82].

5. Resistance

Resistance to phage is undesirable yet unavoidable with multiple mechanisms de-
scribed in bacteria. As with antibiotics, the emergence of bacterial resistance to phage is
observable using standard culturing procedures in the lab [78]. This has led to a number of
publications that address this area of concern, one of which reviewed resistance develop-
ment across numerous animal models of infection and treatment with PT [79]. In recent
years, a number of novel resistance mechanisms have been described such as the DISARM
and BREX systems [78,80]. However, the emergence of resistance in vitro is not always
reflected in vivo. This is thought to be because the more common mutations conferring
resistance to the phage (the attachment interference resistance mechanism) are for the cell
surface molecules that are also required for infectivity within the host [78]. Phage training
is a method that may be able to aid in delaying bacterial resistance by producing phage
derivatives [45,81]. This works by allowing known lytic phage to evolve and overcome
the defences of a partially resistant bacterial strain in vitro [45,81]. These methods have
been published and derivates of known phage, active against S. aureus, have been used
to prevent biofilm formation of S. aureus and reduce the density of previously established
biofilms in vitro [45].

Fortunately, findings from the majority of these studies indicate that phage resistance
has an attenuative effect on bacterial virulence [83], generally thought to be due to fit-
ness costs imposed on bacteria with mutations or adaptive defence mechanisms such as
CRISPR [84]. Due to the personalised nature of phage preparations used in clinical trials
thus far, their justification has taken this concern into account by quantifying the rate
of resistance development; this was carried out to inform the clinical trial for AB-SA01
phage product [26,41]. These findings do not necessarily mean that PT will not face issues
with resistance in the future, as short-term and long-term resistance to phages may use
disparate mechanisms and bacterial isolates may enter a coevolution cycle in which both
populations may expand in parallel [84]. To address this concern, proactive monitoring
and characterisation of pathogenic bacteria and the antiviral mechanisms that they harbor
is required to sustain the accuracy of identifying effective phage within a continuously
evolving phage bank.

Some bacterial species will require more stringent characterisation than others, as
the abundance of phage resistance mechanisms and the amount of interference from
prophage are highly variable between isolates [85]. Prophages are phages that may not
obligately follow the virulent cycle of replication and may integrate into their bacterial
hosts’ genome [86]. It is generally recommended that production strains that are free
from prophage be used to amplify phage products for therapeutic application; however,
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these can be difficult to obtain [86]. In addition to this, basic characterisations such as
host-range assays can become increasingly difficult to assess considering the hierarchical
nature of resistance mechanisms found in some bacterial species [85]. To fully understand
these complex reactions, more clinically relevant bacterial and phage isolates must be
characterised regardless of their lifecycle and therapeutic potential. Further, the associations
between prophages, resistance, and their propensity to contaminate therapeutic products
have led researchers to realise the importance of readily available production strains for
certain bacterial species and the characterisation of prophage within them [86].

6. Concluding Remarks

The development of PT for lung infections has come a long way, with successful
use in treating infections on a compassionate basis [15,16,25], and presents a significant
opportunity for more conventional applications. For pulmonary PT to become a standard
treatment option, the focus in preclinical studies should be on expanding in vivo models
to better recapitulate chronic infections of the several bacterial species common to MDR
respiratory disease and measuring their phage–biofilm interactions on airway epithelial
cell layers rather than abiotic surfaces. Preclinical data for pulmonary PT might also benefit
from the inclusion of neutrophil migration models in response to phage, or phage-derived
products, as neutrophilic inflammation is an acute concern in respiratory disease and
results in further lung damage or respiratory failure. These investigations should spur
the increases in clinical trials necessary for PT to become a standard treatment option for
treatment of MDR lung infections and perhaps even prevention of MDR in people living
with long-term chronic respiratory diseases.
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